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Building green energy-saving is an important area of current architectural application research. Artificial intelligence algorithm
can effectively improve the design of building energy-saving digital, intelligent level.(erefore, this paper proposes the use of BIM
model based on genetic algorithms to optimize the application of building energy conservation research. In this paper, the basic
structure of genetic algorithm and advantages and disadvantages of the algorithm are described. According to the need of optimal
design of building energy-saving integration, multiobjective optimization function is introduced and a multiobjective opti-
mization genetic algorithm is established to improve the prediction effect of building energy efficiency model. Finally, results of
analysis of some of the influencing factors and the simulation test of building energy-saving integrated optimization algorithm in
small high-rise office building show that the improved genetic algorithm can effectively improve the effect of energy-saving
integrated optimization and has good application prospects.

1. Introduction

China is the second largest economy in the world today and
the largest developing country in the world. In the long-term
growth stage, the domestic urban construction department
steadily pushed forward the urbanization and urbanization
construction, resulting in a substantial increase in the urban-
rural construction area [1–3]. China is also a large energy
consumer and the total energy consumption of buildings has
remained high for a long time. Compared with developed
countries such as Europe and the United States, there is still a
big gap. In the background of the national gross floor area
and the continuous development of the construction in-
dustry, the energy consumption proportion in building
energy is facing a new test for the energy situation [2, 4]. At
present, energy-saving design of domestic buildings is the
focus of attention. Due to the vast territory of our country,
large changes in environmental climate, thermal perfor-
mance of buildings, equipment efficiency, and other factors,

it is still very difficult to build an organic symbiotic archi-
tecture with advanced design concepts [2, 5]. One of the
main shortcomings is that the concept of overall optimi-
zation has not been established in the design of building
energy efficiency, and all aspects of building functional
design are in their own independent state. (e evaluation of
the effect of building energy-saving technologies also stops
counting the number of building energy-saving technologies
and considers energy-saving construction as the accumu-
lation of energy-saving technologies [1, 6]. As a result,
building energy efficiency applications always come with a
situation where the overall energy saving function and the
energy efficiency index are not satisfactory [1, 7]. (erefore,
based on the previous single-factor analysis, several genetic
algorithms-based BIM model is proposed in this paper to
conduct a comprehensive study of building energy efficiency
after considering the respective scattered factors compre-
hensively.(e BIMmodel of a small high-rise office building
is shown in Figure 1.
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2. State of the Art

Genetic algorithm has solved the problem, to determine the
coding scheme, fitness function and genetic operators, and
other parameters, to carry out independent organization
search. Genetic algorithms, such as the optimal value of the
global random search and building energy efficiency inte-
gration optimization, are involved in the energy-saving
goals, energy-saving conditions, energy-saving parameters,
and many other mathematical factors with nonlinear,
multiobjective, and other requirements to adapt, so it is
essential to use genetic algorithms for energy-efficient de-
sign. (ere is a good rationale for optimizing research [8].
(e prototype of genetic algorithm is the study of natural
and artificial adaptive system put forward by Professor
Holland in the 1960s. (e United States is the first in the
world to innovate an adaptive optimization genetic algo-
rithm that can effectively solve complex systems and
complicated computations [9]. Afterwards, scholars carried
out a large number of pure numerical optimization exper-
iments using genetic algorithms and formed the basic
structure of genetic algorithm in the 1980s, laying an im-
portant foundation for subsequent genetic algorithms [10].
(e genetic algorithm uses multiple iterations to find new
approximate solutions in the process of continuous selec-
tion, crossover, and optimization according to the fitness
values generated by individuals in different problem do-
mains and simulates the process of population evolution in
the natural environment so that the obtained new indi-
viduals are better able to adapt to environmental require-
ments than past ones. Genetic factors can improve and
optimize population assemblages continuously, keeping
excellent structures to the next generation or generating
better structures [11]. In the search to take the choice,
crossover, mutation, and other operations, get better next-
generation samples, allowing a new generation of pop-
ulations always maintain the optimal structure [12].

With the rapid development of Internet information
technology hardware and software, the construction in-
dustry has undergone tremendous changes from design to
construction under the support of computer-aided tech-
nology. (e direction of the most advanced changes is not
only the construction process of building materials but also
focuses more on the life cycle of building construction and
provides a more efficient and convenient management and
uses platform for building design and construction in digital

form through various virtual expressions of building in-
formation before the building entity is completed. Building
information modeling (BIM) is a brand-new construction
management model introduced in China at the beginning of
the new century. Its design core is a three-dimensional
building model, which mainly uses computer information
system to analyze the physical, functional, and other char-
acteristics of the process of digital expression. As a rich and
complete database, BIM is an intelligent and parametric
simulation system for building objects, which can help to
optimize the design of energy efficient buildings to a more
advanced development path.

3. Methodology

3.1. Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithm embodies the
evolving wisdom achievements of human society and is an
important manifestation of the natural law of “the survival of
the fittest and the discomfort being eliminated.” (e main
theoretical basis is the use of mathematical models to simulate
the process of biological evolution. (e genetic algorithm
brings the process of selecting the optimal solution into the
process of biological evolution, taking the sample population
as the representative of the problem and the genetic factors
into the sample population. After choosing, crossing, mu-
tation, and other operations, a new generation of population
is obtained, the optimizing will be iteratively operated, and
the individual with the maximum fitness is finally selected as
the optimal solution. Simple genetic algorithm (SGA) is an
important basic algorithm for improving genetic algorithms.
It generally includes the main processes of coding, estab-
lishing initial population, evaluating individual fitness, and
choosing design genetic operators. (e basic steps of genetic
algorithm are shown in Figure 2.

In the design of genetic operators, we need to finally set
the reasonable range and size of the genetic algorithm pa-
rameters through multiple experiments. (is article de-
scribes the calculation of operator selection using roulette.
(e probability of each individual entering the next-gen-
eration population is determined by the ratio of individual
fitness to the sum of individual fitness in the entire pop-
ulation. (e greater the individual fitness value, the higher
the probability of being selected and entering the next
generation. Let the population size beM, the fitness value of
individual i be denoted by f1, and the probability that the
individual is selected will be calculated by formula (1). (e
calculation process is to first calculate each fitness value of
population individuals f1, i � 1,2, ..., M;

Pi �
fi


M
i�1 fi

. (1)

(e fitness of all individuals in the population is cal-
culated using the following equation:

F � 
M

i�1
fi. (2)

(e probability of choosing individuals is calculated
using the following formula:

Figure 1: BIM model of a small high-rise office building.
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Pk �
fk


M
i�1 fi

, k � 1, 2, . . . M. (3)

(e above steps are runner method. (e selection
process is to choose the M-turn process. Each time the
following method is also selected, a new individual is added
to the new population. Set the pseudorandom number r as
[0, 1] range evenly distributed. At r≤ q1, the first individual
is selected; otherwise, the kth individual (2≤ k≤M) is se-
lected, and the setting of qk−1 ≤ r≤ qk is established.

In the basic chromosome encoding, the genetic algo-
rithm uses a binary encoding, the general use of fixed-length
binary symbols represents different individuals of the
population, and its corresponding gene also consists of a
symbol set 0, 1{ }. Genetic algorithm of the individual tree
structure encoding is shown in Figure 3.

In the initial population selection, the genetic algorithm
will randomly select the initial population of the object at the
beginning; select the value of 20 to 100. In the constrained
optimization problem, the initial population should be based
on the diversity, randomness, and evenness to ensure the
feasibility of individual population. Under this requirement,
it is very difficult to reach the target by randomly selecting
the population. In the case of many dimensions and con-
straints in many cases, applying only the stochastic algo-
rithmwill prolong the selection time of the initial population
and directly affect the efficiency of the genetic algorithm.
(erefore, this paper proposes to study two aspects of the
initial population generation. One is that the initial pop-
ulation is generated by means of internal modification based

on the points in the feasible field. Second, in the case that
man cannot give an initial point, scientific search is used to
find a point. (e searching process for the initial population
is shown in Figure 4. Here, x(1)

1 is the point inside the feasible
region, which is the initial interior point of the request. After
the initial population finishes searching for the first indi-
vidual after x1, a subsequent individual x2 � [x1, x1, . . . , xn]

is randomly generated. If x2 is a viable individual, proceed to
the next individual, x3. If x2 is not a viable individual, adjust
it according to x2⇐x1 + α(x1 + x2). Here is the α con-
traction factor, the value of the choice between [0,1]. At α �

0.5 , the point at which new points are available is between x1
and x2.(en, follow the samemethod to find all the points in
the initial population that are needed.

3.2. Optimization Genetic Algorithm. Although genetic al-
gorithm has the advantages of other algorithms do not have,
there are some shortcomings. (e genetic algorithm adopts
the method of fixed strategy parameters, the optimization
results are not good, and there is no way to solve the problem
of the change of strategy parameters and the dynamic in the
genetic evolution, which is highlighted in the situation that
the crossover probability and the mutation probability
cannot be controlled [13].When applying genetic algorithms
in different fields, we need to combine the professional needs
with the basic genetic algorithms according to the charac-
teristics of each specialty and update and improve the ge-
netic algorithms effectively to help the genetic algorithm to
be effective under different types of problems. In order to
solve the problem of multiobjective solution in building
optimization, aiming at the design requirements in the field
of building energy conservation, this paper aims at solving
the conflicting and incomparable subfunctions that may
appear in the optimization objective function, finding the
global optimal solution in the range of feasible solutions. We
can only find out the optimal solution set of the objective
optimization. Introducing the optimal solution set is not
only the concept of Pareto optimal solution. Pareto optimal
solution is a resource allocation strategy; the principle is that
in the case of which party did not let worse, at least let a party
to move in the direction of development; it is commonly
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Figure 2: Operation diagram of genetic algorithm.
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Figure 3: Individual tree structure coding graph of genetic
algorithm.
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used in multiobjective optimization of the main methods.
(e expression of the equation is as shown in equation (4),
where f (x) is a multiobjective optimization problem and x∗

is the optimal solution. Among them, f: Ω⟶ Rr, whereΩ
is a feasible solution set that satisfies the constraint and also a
decision variable space that satisfies formula (5). When the
objective function f (x) is mapped to the set ⊆Rr,  is the
objective function space.

f X
∗

(  � optf(x)x ∈ Ω(3 − 10), (4)

Ω � X ∈ R
n
|gi(x)≥ 0, hi(x)≥ 0;

i � 1, 2, . . . , k; i � 1, 2, . . . , l)( }.
(5)

(e Pareto optimal solution set generally appears above
the boundary line or plane of the objective function space.
(is boundary is the optimal boundary and is the tangent
point of the objective function, as shown in Figure 4. (e
Pareto optimal boundary space changes according to the
number of objective functions. When the objective function
is 2, the free boundary is linear. When the objective function
is 3, the optimal boundary is surface and the objective
function is 3 or more. (e superior boundary is the hy-
persurface state. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the optimal
space of the two objective functions is the solid line in the
figure, which is the Pareto optimal boundary. Among them,
points 1–6 are the optimal solution, and points 7–12 do not
appear on the optimal boundary, so it is not the optimal
solution.

(e traditional multiobjective optimization is to couple
each subobjective function into a total objective function
and use the coupling parameters in the total objective
function to carry out adaptive calculation under the op-
timization algorithm to get the Pareto optimal solution set.
(e general method is the global rule method, the weighted
method, and the level of optimization method. (is paper
mainly combines the genetic algorithm and Pareto optimal
solution set to solve the problem that the traditional al-
gorithm is insensitive to the Pareto optimal solution set and
the algorithm and knowledge in the problem field cannot
be well combined. NSGA-II algorithm is one of the mul-
tiobjective genetic algorithms and is an emerging algorithm
based on Pareto optimal concept selection strategy, which
was proposed by Srinivas and Deb only in 2002. (e main

flow of the algorithm is that, firstly, the population is di-
vided into different levels according to the interrelationship
among the individuals of the population, the first layer is
the nondominant individual in the population, and the
remaining individuals belong to the new population. (e
second layer includes all new populations of nondominant
individuals, the rest of the formation of new populations,
and the same cycle operation. In the selection process, the
selection mechanism is to select the individuals in the high-
level hierarchy according to the selected strategy to achieve
the scale requirement of the next-generation population.
Algorithm is mainly used in the second cycle to calculate
each individual ni and si, where ni is the number of
dominant individuals and si is a collection of individual
dominance. According to equation Pk � i|ni − k + 1 � 0 

to solve the nondominated and dominant set, here Pk is a
nondominant set; the rest is the dominant set. It is at ni � 0
that individual i is a nondominant individual. Figure 6 is a
multiobjective genetic algorithm flow.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

(is article focuses on building programs in the early design
to reduce energy demand, in order to achieve the building
energy-saving application goals. (e objective of using the
optimized multiobjective genetic algorithm is to find the
optimal solution set that satisfies the building’s construction
scheme with lower energy consumption, better natural day
lighting rate, and higher natural similarity. Here is a com-
parison of simulation testing methods to verify after the
mathematical changes in temperature and frequency ca-
pacity, the natural pressure Pa time, the average lighting
coefficient and other objective function, the optimal solution
set to find, and the optimal solution. (e convergence of the
corresponding objective function value forms the optimal
boundary of Pareto. Before the test, we first set the object of
the integrated optimization of the building scheme. (e
object here is a rectangular office area in a small high-rise
office building. (e building has six sides, four sides
numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, a top number of 5, a floor number of
6, and openings 1 and 2 on face 1 and face 3, respectively.(e
length of the building is a, the width is b, the height is h, the

x1 new x2 x2

Figure 4: (e relationship between the new individual and the
original individual.
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Figure 5: Pareto Optimal boundary.
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area of the opening 1 is AG1, the area of the opening 2 is
AG2, and the heat transfer coefficients of the wall and the
roof are, respectively, K1 and K2. Here, the optimization of
building objects and constraint parameters is shown in
Table 1.

Using BIM model to retrieve building content data-
base and design building energy-saving integrated opti-
mization design system, the building solutions and
energy-saving objects with different climate characteris-
tics in Guangzhou and Beijing were selected for com-
prehensive design and optimization, so as to verify the
effectiveness of the optimized solutions. (e selected
relevant parameters are shown in Table 2.

(e optimal design conditions for the selected real-world
building objects and the BIM model multiobjective genetic
algorithm are as follows: BIN (kW h/m2)� 108, ADF (%)�

0.43, and pdph (h)� 6438. (e corresponding values of
filtered out are BIN (kW h/m2)� 94, ADF (%)� 0.55, and
PDPH (h)� 8743, and the corresponding comparison of
ADF, PDPH, and BIN is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen

from the figure that the building energy consumption of the
high-rise office building obtained by the method of tem-
perature and frequency at the building energy consumption
is 109kw h/m2. (e optimal solution set of all the con-
struction solutions is produced by the multiobjective genetic
algorithm of BIM model. (e building energy consumption
is 94 kW h/m2 and 15 kW h/m2 per square meter, respec-
tively. (e average day lighting factor of the high-rise office
building is 0.43, and the average coefficient of multiobjective
genetic algorithm for BIM model is 0.55, compared with the
day lighting coefficient increased by about 29%; natural
ventilation parameters show that the natural pressure Pa
residential hours is 6476 and BIM model multiobjective
genetic algorithm is designed to produce all the optimal
solutions in the construction of the natural pressure Pa. (e
number is 8871, a 37% increase compared to the better
natural ventilation potential. It can be seen that the research
on energy saving of small high-rise buildings based on
multiobjective genetic algorithm using BIM model is
successful.
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Figure 6: Multiobjective genetic algorithm flow.

Table 1: Optimization parameters and constraint parameters of building objects.

Serial number Parameter name optimization Company
Constraint condition

Guangzhou Beijing
1 Orientation 。 0–260
2 Building chief a M a∗ b� 300;
3 Building width b M 1/2< a/b< 1

4 AG1 opening 1 area m2 AG1/a∗ h< 0.4; AG1/a∗ h< 0.5;
2<AG1< 20 2<AG1< 20

5 AG2 opening 2 area m2 AG2/a∗ h< 0.4; AG2/a∗ h< 0.3;
2<AG2< 20 2≤AG2≤ 20

6 Wall heat transfer coefficient K1 W/(m2 ∗ k) 0.7< k1< 2.5 0.7≤ k≤ 0.45
7 Roof heat transfer coefficient K2 W/(m2 ∗ k) 0.4< k5≤ 0.9 0.5≤ k5≤1.0
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5. Conclusion

Genetic algorithm can simulate biological evolution and has
genetic advantages so that certain goals need to be solved to
get the best solution and is one of the human intelligent
algorithm models. (erefore, this paper proposes the ap-
plication of building energy conservation based on genetic
algorithms. (is article elaborates the operation and ad-
vantage of genetic algorithm and then optimizes and im-
proves the genetic algorithm. Aiming at the problems that
may appear in the optimization and application of building
energy efficiency integration, a multiobjective genetic al-
gorithm is proposed to analyze the principle and imple-
mentation of multiobjective optimal solution set. (e
multiobjective genetic algorithm is used to select the optimal
solution in the optimal solution set. Afterwards, a

multiobjective genetic algorithm is used to establish a
problem model of integrated energy-saving building, the
relevant constraint parameters are collected as input data,
and the BIM model is used to construct the program
simulation process and compares the situation of building
energy efficiency index under the integrated optimization
and the real state and discusses the advantages of the
multiobjective genetic algorithm and draws the result of this
study. (e results show that the multiobjective genetic al-
gorithm based on BIM model has good practical value for
the application of building energy saving in small high-rise
office buildings and can provide better intelligent solutions
for reducing the overall energy consumption of buildings.
However, it is also found in the research that the algorithm
model still has room for improvement. Nowadays, the
improved NSGA-II algorithm is being used in some

Table 2: Input parameter list.

City Guangzhou Beijing
Dimension 23.2 39.8
(ermal zoning Hot summer and warm winter Cold
Built-up area 200
Building height 3.5
Number of people in buildings 10
Computational algebra 2000
Population size 100
Crossover rate 0.6–1.00
Mutation rate 0.005–0.01

Energy consumption calculation, indoor design
parameters in refrigeration period

Humidity 26 26
Relative humidity 50% 50%
Moisture content 10.621 10.621
Air change times 1 1

Date 4.15–11.15 7.15–8.31

Energy consumption calculation, indoor
parameter design during heating period

Humidity 16 18
Relative humidity 50% 50%
Moisture content 5.6783 6.4987
Air change times 1 0.5

Date 1.15–2.15 11.15–3.15
Peak heat load temperature 5 −16
Peak cold load temperature 35 36
Intermediate heat load temperature 4 5
Intermediate cooling load temperature 22 22

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

ADF

PDPH

BIN

0.55
0.43

8871
6476

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
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Figure 7: Comparison of evaluation index data.
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construction fields to improve the population diversity and
the progress of the selection process [13, 14], and NSGA-III
algorithm was proposed in 2014 [15, 16]. (erefore, it is the
future research direction to further improve the accuracy of
the multiobjective genetic algorithm and in finding optimal
solutions for building energy efficiency under the influence
of multiple complex factors. At the same time, we have to
continue to improve and make the algorithm interface more
understandable and easier to operate.
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